
Cybersecurity



Spam
Spammers get a load of information from your social media - 
they then use this to try and crack your passwords - thing like 
Pets name, Mothers Maiden name, your date of Birth

Try not to give out your email address - 
john.smith(at)gmail.com - is readable to a human but not a 
machine 

Add a Filter - redirect to spam or Delete



Scams - From Natwest
1.    Impersonation Scams - the person calling often appears extremely professional and will pretend to be from a trusted 
organisation such as the bank, the police or another company that you recognise. No bank will ever ask you to move money 
to a safe account; to lie about the reason for moving your money; to be involved in an internal investigation; or to allow 
remote access to your online banking.

HMRC will never call unexpectedly and threaten arrest for not making a payment for tax. The police will never call and tell 
you to make a payment to HMRC. Use your own unique HMRC number to check details online, NOT one that is given to 
you over the phone.

No genuine company such as the bank, HMRC or an internet provider would use WhatsApp or Facebook messenger to 
contact you.

2.    Online Scams - an email may be disguised to appear to be from your bank in order to trick you into revealing personal 
details. Always go to the bank’s official website to get information, and do not follow links in emails. If you are ever unsure 
on what the bank needs from you, contact us on a number you trust.

3.    Purchase Scams – fraudsters can advertise fake goods, or spoof payment portals on the pages you trust. Be vigilant if 
websites divert you to other webpages to make a payment. Try to use a reputable payment provider such as PayPal 
wherever possible. Emails can be intercepted, so always check payment details for invoices over the phone and on a 
number that you know is genuine. Ensure that measures are in place to always confirm payee details before payments are 
made.

4.     Romance Scams - be cautious when making new companions, especially if they start asking you for money, and even 
if they say it’s a loan or if they promise they will pay you back.



Passwords
Hackers use the rules sites use for setting up passwords - say 8 long 1 number 1 
upper case - guess your password - a bot uses these rules to try hundreds of 
combinations a second - https://haveibeenpwned.com

Add 2 factor authentication - even to your Email

Password Checker Password Strength Testing Tool | Bitwarden

https://haveibeenpwned.com
https://bitwarden.com/password-strength/


Public Wifi
Always Check you are logging on to a genuine wifi - 

Logging onto to wifi in a public place like a Cafe, Hospital, airport etc - hackers will 
set up a server with a similar name to the official wifi - If you login to their wifi and 
use sensitive info they can copy that data. Identity theft, Bank details theft

Internet of things (IOT)

You are advised to change the default password on your Internet enabled devices 
such as your Camera Doorbell, Fridge or router



Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTPS://)
HTTP is the foundation of data communication for the World Wide Web, where hypertext 
documents include hyperlinks to other resources that the user can easily access

The difference between HTTP:// and HTTPS:// is that HTTPS:// is secure.   
HTTPS signals the browser to use an added encryption layer of SSL/TLS to 
protect the traffic.

Certificates are applied to websites from companies like letsencrypt.org

If you use HTTP:// sometimes you get a warning box appear to say you are not 
secure and you would have to click in the continue button to proceed

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hypertext
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyperlink




Search Safely

Beware of Adverts - They may be promoting their product not the thing you were 
looking for.

Beware of anything Free - never use a USB/Flash Drive you don't where it came 
from - They may contain viruses  

Only use the first page of search results - The subsequent pages may not be as 
secure



Malware  - Emails
Don’t click links - goto the site mentioned in the email 
directly - outside the email - hover the mouse over the link - 
or use the show original feature
Don’t open attachments - Check who the email is from 
before opening - the act of opening can infect your 
machine (run a macro)
Not Personalised - If the email does not address you by name be 
suspicious



Not GoDaddy.com

Also not GoDady.com



Spotting fake emails

1. Inspect the Email Header Info to Verify Whether the Sender’s Address is 
Legitimate.

The sender’s name and the name in the email address don’t match.

For example, if the sender claims that email is from Chase bank, the sender’s 
email address must have @chase.com or @jpmorgen.com in it. If the sender’s 
email address ends with “@gmail.com” or some unusual domain name after @, 
it’s a big red flag.



Spotting fake emails  - substituting

                                   Original domain  Duplicate domain

Replace “S” with “5“ chase.com         cha5e.com

Replace “m” with “rn“ macys.com         rnacys.com

Replace “L” with “1” wallmart.com   wal1mart.com

Replace “O” with “0” wellsfargo.com wellsfarg0.com

Add extra words apple.com ebay.com apple-online.com ebaysupport.com



Watch Out For Uncommon Uses of the Email Bcc Field

Watch Out For Uncommon Uses of the Email Bcc Field

In some emails, you will find your email address listed in the Bcc field instead of 
the recipient lines. Although there’s technically nothing wrong with keeping the 
recipient in the Bcc field, it unusual for organizations to do when communicating 
with customers.

So, if you see your email address in the Bcc field instead of in front of “To:” or 
“Send To:” it’s a good sign that the email is a fake.



Malware Emails - Redirection

Check Whether Embedded Links Redirect to Unexpected Websites

Another characteristic of a fake email is unexpected redirect links. The embedded links given in 
the email must take you to the same web page as written in the link. 

2 ways of checking

1. Hover your cursor over the link to display the real URL. If the pop-up URL differs from the 
information that displays in the linked text, it’s likely a malicious link. Don’t click on it!

A screenshot of how an embedded URL displays while hovering over a link in an email

2. Right-click on the link (or button) in question and select on “Inspect” in the drop-down menu.



Spotting fake emails  - Spelling etc

Pay Attention: Don’t Ignore Unusual Spelling and Grammatical Errors

If an email contains many grammatical, spelling, or punctuation errors, it’s a red 
flag. Legit companies follow strict email etiquette and editorial standards. Although 
some small typos can happen on occasion, it’s uncommon to see multiple 
mistakes in a single message. Never ignore such errors.



Phishing

Ask Yourself Whether the Language Seems Fishy, Pushy, or Urgent

Scammers will try to trigger emotional responses like anger, shock, empathy, panic, curiosity, etc. 
By doing so, they’re more likely to trick their targets into doing something they normally wouldn’t 
do. 

An unbelievable deal/discount on the product

A high-priced lottery winning

Offering a job

Unauthorized access of your account

Data-breach incident of your credentials

Free credit reports



More Phishing - via Attachments

Ask Yourself if Email Attachments Are Unsolicited or Unexpected

A good rule of thumb when it comes to email attachments is to ask yourself: Did I request this 
information? Frequently, cybercriminals will send emails with phony attachments to get you to 
inadvertently download their malicious executables. These attachments could come in many 
forms, including:

Invoice documents

Receipts for payment

Photos or other graphics

Pricing sheets

Spreadsheets



What To Do If an Email Is Fake

Block the sender: Click on the More (three vertical dots) option on the email. It is located in 
different places in all the email clients. For example, Google Chrome’s More tab is located on 
the upper right side of the email. In Yahoo, it is located at the bottom of the email. So, search 
for the three vertical dots and click on the “Report as spam” and “Block this user.”

If you don’t want to open the email, you can right-click on it in your inbox. In the drop-down 
menu in Gmail, for example, go to Move To and click on Spam.



 Scams and their URL's

You are told not to click on links sent in unsolicited emails.

This link is in one of the emails I got sent the other  
dayhttps://bit.ly/3w0Cki3#1949092NY3077677Yl513244861DD14664eR24asr127319Uv

It got me thinking  - how does this work and I have seen bit.ly before and I know URL's can be manipulated so that you 
are fooled into thinking it’s one site but actually is something else. It may have Amazon in the link but Amazon.xcv is 
not going back to amazon. The above will go to a site called Organswim.com which will be blocked by your scam 
protection
There are a number of sites that will shorten your URL to something manageable 

This short code is created using BILTY or bit.ly   https://bit.ly/3hlfFrt

This short code is created using RB.GY              https://rb.gy/ex207y

This short code is created using TinyURL           https://tinyurl.com/2tprzd2a

Computer magazine uses this to browse articles      www.snipci.com/40646

Twitter has its own T.co

https://tinyurl.com/2tprzd2a
http://www.snipci.com/40646

